
Bearing Products
When you want the freedom to select from
the widest range of the highest quality bear-
ings, come to the power transmission spe-
cialists at Boston Gear. Everything from plain
sleeve bearings, ball bearings, rod ends, and
spherical bearings to linear bearings, pillow
blocks and flanged units 
are in stock.

Linear Actuators
Rugged, energy efficient A-Track linear actu-
ators from Warner Electric have been careful-
ly designed to provide long-lasting, mainte-
nance free operation in light, moderate and
heavy-duty applications both in-plant and
mobile in all types of conditions worldwide.
Models are available with Acme and Ball
Screw drives to meet specific requirements.

Electrical Products
From fractional horsepower AC and DC
motor controllers to a complete offering of
complementary motors, Boston Gear is pre-
pared to meet the broad spectrum of your
adjustable speed needs.

Clutches and Brakes
Warner Electric designed and patented the
first electromagnetic clutch/brake over sev-
enty years ago, and has led every major
innovation since. Every product in Warner
Electric’s extensive offering is designed for
long life, exceptional reliability, and low cost
of operation. Models are available to meet
the demands of applications throughout 
the world.

Precision Couplings
Huco is recognized as the world leader 
in the specialized field of precision couplings.
By engineering plastics in combination with
metals, to develop a full range of innovative
misalignment couplings, Huco has achieved
an enviable record of application engineering
success and a reputation for quality prod-
ucts and service.

Magnetic Headsets
The Precision Tork™ line of hysteresis cap-
ping clutches  from Warner Electric, utilize
the most efficient torque control technology
on the market to provide extremely smooth,
consistent application of torque with less
adjustment and downtime.

Electrically Released Brakes
Spring-set designs are available for stopping or
holding a load in the event of a power failure;
or choose permanent magnet designs for
dynamic stopping or cycling moving loads.
Choose from C-face, UniModule or Electro
Module series brakes available in shaft
mounted or flange mounted designs with a
torque range from 35 lb. in. to 400 lb. ft.

Gearheads
Superior engineering and design combined
with the latest technology have resulted in
the creation of a full line of gearheads loaded
with enhanced features. Patented planet car-
rier design, patented input and output seal-
ing designs and special heat and surface
treatments are just a few of the unique fea-
tures that give Boston gearheads a competi-
tive edge.

Other products
available from Altra Industrial Motionavailable from Altra Industrial Motion

Enclosed Gear Drives
Boston Gear’s comprehensive line of
enclosed gear drives, including worm, 
in-line and parallel-shaft helical, miter, and
bevel, provides  the product variety you need
to get the job done. Boston Gear’s speed
reducers are preferred by manufacturers
worldwide. In fact, every time you specify a
Boston Gear product, you incorporate quality,
responsiveness, and Boston Gear’s 123-year
reputation into your design.


